ZW3D2-5XMilling Selected by Retecon for a Cost-effective Machining
Solution
Guangzhou, China: December 20, 2012--TDM Solutions, ZW3D’s official reseller in
South Africa recently held a demonstration on ZW3D’s CNC features, specifically 2-5X
milling. ZW3Dwas selected for this demo by Retecon in conjunction with its powerful
machining tool, in order to bring engineers a cost-effective machining solution.

Reteconis a company that markets a range of machine tools, accessories, tooling,
consumables and services to the metal working industry. They teamed up for a
demonstration in order to show engineers how they can work faster at a lower price. Here,
TDM Solutions created a complete 5 axis machining program with ZW3D in order to
show the power and abilities of ZW3D and the DMG DMU65 5 axis machining center.
Because of TDM Solution’s prior industry experience and ZW3D’s robust capabilities, this
was easily done.

Website：http://www.zwsoft.com/zw3d/

ZW3D’s CNC capabilities not only made the demonstration a success, but lured in
customers because of the high quality features at a reasonable price. Jim Plester
(Technical Sales) said “When attendees were informed them of the versatility of the
ZW3D solution and more importantly the price of ZW3D; people couldn’t believe the
value ZW3D offered.”
Just some of the features that received high praise included the seamless data
connection, and the 2-5 axis turning and milling in the ZW3D all-in-one CAD/CAM
software. The seamless data connection in ZW3D allows for changes in geometry and
automatically updates CNC programming output. The 2-5X milling and turning functions,
turned heads by its ability to increase machining efficiency, dramatically reducing
programming time and generating powerful milling functions with 2-axis to 5-axis
machines. These are just a few of the features that TDM Solutions highlight every day to
their customers.
ZW3D has once again shown that through its productive and intelligent features
alongside competent, helpful resellers such as TDM Solutions – it draws in customers
time and time again.

About ZW3D CAD/CAM
ZW3D is cost-effective CAD/CAM software for 3D modeling, mold design, and machining,
which takes engineers from concept to finished product in one easy-to-use, single
collaborative environment. http://www.zwsoft.com/products/zw3d.html
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